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CHAPTER I.
So far as Imown no investigation has ever been made of
the stresses in a sewer due to the exterior load upon it. How-
ever, many concrete severs have been reinforced, the reinforce-
ment being placed evidently v/ithout any definite knowledge of the
location and magnitude of the maximum stresses. This thesis has
been imdertaken to determine (l^ How large is the maximum stress?
(2O IThere does the maximum stress occur? Having determined these
points it is hoped they will throv/ light on; whether reinforce-
ment of sewers, is advisable, if so how much reinforcing to use
and v/here to ^xace it.
The investigation wgis conducted along two lines; (l)
An Analytical determination of the stresses from theoretical con-
siderations only. (2) A series of ' experiments testing the correct
ness of the analytical determination.
/. AITALYTICAL DETERMIKATI017 OF STRESSES.
The mathematical investigation
comprises Vne determinantion of stresses due to loading in each of
the following manners: (l) A vertical load concentrated, upon a
line in the crown of the sewer and parallel to the sewer's axis.
(2) A vertical load distributed ujiif ormly over the horizontal
projection of the sewer. (o) A vertical load distributed, ujii-
formly as Just described combined with a horizontal load uniform-
ly distributed upon a vertical projection of the sewer.

5The uncertainty as to stresses in servers arises from tv/o
cauvses, viz., the lack of definite laiowledge as to stresses
developed when the condition of loading is Imov/n and the lack of
knowledge of the distribution and magnitude of the load itself.
Since this is true it was thought "best to eliminate the second
source of uncertainty and try to solve only the problem of
stresses when the condition of loading is loiown,! eaving the
greater probl3m of distribution of earth pressure to a solution
by itself. For this reason the first method of loading was used
for the mathematical investigation and the t?/o others as more
nearly approximating that found in practice.
The mathematical work which follows is largely an
appropriation to the case in hand of Bach's formula for moments
and stresses in elastic rings, the development of the formuJLa,
^ -
i
^ ^ ( '
'hf ~ff~n)^ , being taken almost verbatim
from the thesis of Prof. A. G-oodenough which was submitted in
1901 to the University of Illinois for the degree of LI.E.
,
except
that such changes are made as are necessary to make it apply to
compression instead of tension. From this point on the sajne
general methodsare used as are used in the above named article,
Z. TESTIIIG OF THEORY.
In testing the theory, for reasons previously explained,
the loads applied were concentrated along a line of the crown of
the test piece. Host of the tests were upon plain concrete be-
cause it was considered that there would be fewer complications
in the stresses to obscure any agreement with the theory than

with reinforced concrete. Likewise a small niimber of sizes was
used because "better comparison of results could be made, there
being fewer chances for variation in the conditions. The age of
the test pieces was in the neigliborhood of thirty days when brokenL

CHAPTER TI.
(3) lIOIIEIiCLATURE.
In fig. 1 consider BCC^B^ as an unstressed, differential
section of a unit length of elastic pipe v;hich has a s:,nmiietrical
compressive load applied.
The following nomenclature is used.
^1. E=relative compression of center line 00.
2. relative compression of any fiber.
3. = angle at center between radius at section
under consideration and the llorlaontal.
4. d0 = angular length of fiber 00^.
5. A d.0 = increment in angular length of fiber 00.
6. W = —-—^
7. ds = length of fiber OO'^
8. n = distance of fiber from center of gravity
convex
of section, being + when taken toward ourvos and - whenA
taken toward concave side.
9. e = distance of extreme fiber from C, of G-. of
section.
10. r = mean radius of ring.
11. E = modiaus of elasticity.
n12. H = - l/f
r+n
13. S = stress normal to the section considered.
14. ? = pressure normal to the section considered.
15. M = moment at the section considered,
16. M^= moment at the end of horizontal diameter.

17. Q, = total load upon Qvo\m of sewer v^lien load is
concentrated,
1^^. p = load upon se^^er per unit of area of hori-
zontal projection v/iien vertical load is uniformly
distributed.
19. h. = horizontal load upon sewer, per ijnit of
area of vertical projection of se?/er.
' 1^1 r- n H -r i
24. f = area of section of wall 1 inch long.
4. develof:/e:tt of 3Acn»s CtEITspal eq,uatioii of stresses.
Let E = relative compression of center line 00..
'
ds = original length of fiber 00^.
E^= relative compression of any fiber other than center.
O O'
Draw thru Q\ 0,'D par^//^/ io C] M.
Then P^Pj' = P^H+H?^' = 0_^0^'+HP^'
But O^Oy* = EQTjq.=EQds = E^rdjZf
and from the geometry of the figure

9and
Subsuitutlng these values in the expression for
frtnj^4> ' \ n^'^
Let the ratio 4.^^ = / ^ r
__ _
nfr
Then ^ = z:^, 7Y^v- ^~oj TT^T^
The normal stress corresponding to compression E is
In which S denotes the modulus of elasticity.
Placing the stresses in equilibrium with the external forces, we
obtain r, ^ ^ n ,
Assux»ing the modulus E to be constant.
The centerline 00, passes thru the center of gravity of each
normal section: hence
Let t-Jl— - HA
Then =/V7- ^Z-- - rf^^ ^/^ .V/-^
Introducing these values for the integrals in the preceding
expressions for a .-^ t:?/ /'^
~F - Ef- [ - H - E.J]
/Ef ET j-l
^
Solving for E^and w we obtain the following important equations.

. .
=-
-M 10Vv - ~ « r ~
7 1-1 r~
Substituting these values of E and w in 2
n
(A)
7- - TTT^ /^/y /-/-W
, ^
This is the equation giving the 4o-Wl- stress at any section where
/
1
/I
f = area of section
r = radius of center of gravit3^ of section,
H = a constant for an^r given pipe depending upon
radius and thickness of section.
equaf.'orj
Evidently it is quite similar in form to the v5=^ 7 -
A /7 J-
to Which the above formula will reduce if r becomes 00.
"When r=10, e=2 and the load is 100 lbs, the results of
these formulas vary about 30 ^ from each other. '
The value of S is for any fiber between the center line
00,, of the section and the center :i. If the fiber be taken out-
^
side of the center line the eq-oation becomes
5; SOLUTION FOR H,
The sections considered will be rectangular.
Take a section of thicloiess ^eand length, unity.
Consider an elementary strip of widthc/n and distant n from center
line.
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df = dn = area of strip
f y ^rtn f J rtnH
H =
— — — ^
r1
- e
- e
e
- {r-f n - r : rtn) Y
2 JL
_J
2, «- \
r
X -e n i~
- 2. e I
= ^ L_ V z ^-f -^e^ - ir
2. ^
r
(6) Center of
6. MOLIEIITS DUE TO COITCEITTRATED LOAD.
a'
Consider a ring acted
upon by a concentrated
load "both at top
and bottom as shorm in Fig ,3
If a section be cut
from this ring as slio^m in
Fig. (4) it will be
acted upon by the forces
shown at section A, a known force f- and an unknown monent M
and at the section by a vertical force ^ and an unknown
moment I'l. IIow considering the section in equilibrium ^onder these
forces and taking moments about we have
z

But C = <^ becauGe
the axes are always at right angles
Since '^^^
J f^^^^ =
<^
But
where P = normal force at section considered.
Here T'- ^ ^
Substituting these values of P and M in the equation
A
Sri" il I' -J
Substitiiting this equation the above value of M
H ar A
/-f -t H
7. STRESS DUE TO COITCSJTRATSD LOAD.
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This Is t-he equauion that will be used for obtaining s-fe
stresses when n is positive, i.e., outside the center line of the
section.
IThen n is negative, i.e., between the .centerline of the
section and the center* of the circle, ti equation becomes
M r- n
?/hen S is positive the stress is tension.
IThen S is negative the stress is compression.
If in the foregoing equations we take
(1) I -i- J=r rtn
^
(2) . - 7^ 7^ ^ •
we have them reduced to the following forms.
(1) - 1^ [^^^ i-Jl!-^ - K) \
(2) 6 ^
I
2^<p /^^^ ^ -Kj]
for outer fiber, k
for inner fiber. K'
S.MOLffilTTS DUE TO UlIIFOmi LOAD.
(a) B^i Bach * s Me thod
.
Consider a sewer acted upon
as sho?m in Fig. 5 by a uniform
load, for the purpose of
simplicit 3^ considering no
horizontal thrust as acting.
If p = the -oniform load, the
load borne at sections A and
B v/ill each be -or.
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If a sect/ion be cut from a sewer as shown in Fig. 6 it
will "be acted upon "by a Imown force pr and an unknown moment /%
at section A of Fig. 4; at section 0, a force px and a moment M
and on tlie perimeter bv the uniform load p(r-x). ITow considering
the section in equilibrium under tliese forces, and taking moments
about 0, we have M t ^ P'^ K j ~ tz^-^^ o
Tlie force pr may be resolved into its components respectively
normal and parallel to section and equal to px and. px s-^^>
producing normal and shearing stresses. The shear px ^ will
be neglected.
But — G because the
major axes are always at right angles
since ^ = f^^y^^^
From the 3rd of equations 5
But in this case 7^- x' 2-<f-< ^
Substituting these values of ? and M
pr
-^;y{o^^^tip-
But X = r <2^^ 4>
7^

_
77 j
15
A-/
(B)
H t-f
From this equation the value of the inoinent at any
point may be obtained by substituting this value of /V^ in the
equation
'A
J
7^ (G)
Calling the moment for (p - '/O^/'^^vie have
-2^
(b) MOL'IEIITS BY CORITSLL METHOD,
The correctness of these values of M and M. can be
n
checked by another method.
If M = the moment at any section of a stressed ring,
ds = the linear deformation of a differential portion of the ring
as in the previous demonstration and <p = the angular deforma-
tion, then ^^r:.^^ (See Churches Mechanics of Engineering!
pp 445-449 or Art. b- Filkins L Fort in Transactions of the
Association of Civil Engineers of Cornell University 1895- '96
pp. 99-101.)
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Aocumo thQ following oquatilonG -ftC proved, in the Gor'noll
arulolG for any oondition of loading.
Then consider Fig. 1, Plate VIII as a free body imder
a uniform load of p per unit horizontal distance with uniformly
distributed reaction. Tlien the body will be in equilibrii:mi under
the load pr, its reaction pr,a horizontal ctr e so pressure ^andTJ
and unknown moments and /V as shown in the figure.
From the s^nnmetry of the figure 7^ = 7]^
But these being the only horiz. forces the body is in
equilibrium under them,
.-. T^-t Tjy ^ ° '^^^^ T:^^ 'J) ^
Also for conditions of equilibrium.
Likewise in fig, 2 for equilibri^am
Clockwise moments will be considered positive and
counter clockwise moments negative in this discussion. Also all
couples assumed as acting at sections shown in figures will be
assumed as positive and when the expression for each is computed,
the sense of the moment will be taken care of by the sign.
Then in Fig, 2 taking moments about 3,
A 2—

The folloiving values have now been deduced.
^ = O
'A
~ P'"
2-
DSTERIIIITATIOIT OF cfn^ M^.
In Fig. 4 let- be any section and I/I be the moment in
the section. Consider the origin of the co-ordinate axes at the
center of the circle of v/hich this is an arc. Taking moments
about
M pAT _
.
From Sq. / 1^1^ ^ o
,
-'.f/^^s^o
7
Substituting these values for M and ds. in Sq. I
f[^^^ Ms) Jx
This does not seem to be as it ought to be because there is evl-
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dent It a ciiange In sign between A and B "but this analysis does not
shOT7 it. Likev/ise in tlie Cornell article "by Filkins and Fort,
(See Transactions of Cornell Association of Civil Engineers
1895-96 pp 102 and 3) the same thing is done for a concentrated
load at the crov;n. The moment at the top is determined and from
that the moment at the side is found and is of the same sign; yet
it is considered and shown "by them later that there is a point of
zero moment between these sections. In the present problem if
/^-/^ is solved for directly as was f oimd^ it is found to be
-.25 pr^ as would be expected but why the two methods do not
correspond is the question. The direct method of obtaining /Vg
is herewith given.
In Fig. 3 let the origin be at A and let M be the
moment at any section 0.
Then /W^ /h^
-^P^^~~^^^ ^
2-
^6 - J'^K'^-f'
Substituting these values of M and ds
Integrating this we obtain
/'/^ _ —^ZSfr^ as would, be expected.
These same values are given for and /^iii Turneaure and
Russell's work on ITater Supply p. 499 but the derivation is not
given.
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DETERLIIIIATIOIT OF MOMEITT AT AITY POIIIT.
The general expression for moment at any point Tvill
now be derived. In Fig. 4 let tlie origin be at tlie center of the
circle and let II be the moment at any section 0. Taking moments
about
To find the section of zero moment put M = o
Then ^^^'.--^5-^ CD
SUIvSIARY OF VALUES.
The following values of Moments have been obtained.
Section of zero moment is <p =45°.
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(C.) COMPARISQTT OF RESULTS FROM THESE IffiTIIODS,
A comparison of these values with those obtained by the
previous method shows a close correspondence.
II
^
I
-
.Z tr p
(f> ,2- t) j
These two methods v/ere worked out independently and. the
nomenclature was not the same so the difference that appears is a
difference in nomenclature. I'Jhen reduced to the same terms the
above correspondence is found. It is sho^m later that II has a
value (for probable values of e/rjranging between .0025 and .005.
For the largest of these values? =
^^^^^ y =.99, which it is
seen brings these two values together very closely.
T^e now proceed to obtain from the first set of values
derived for LI and /^^the equation representing the stress at any
section.
9. STRESSES DUE TO UlTIFORIvI LOAD.
We have from Sq. A ^JO
6- )
and from equation G p.lST
Substituting this value of II in the equation for S, we obtain
But ^=4pr-c^ ^ (p
H ri-tj- D
\\
Substituting these values in equation D
- r or , /- g-^ >p
, ^-
//-/
I
/ , ^ ^ -0- 1^-
_^
--^^
^I^ ^,)^'^ H rtn!
Eq. E is tlie general equation of the stress in any fiber. If tlie
quantity n has a negative instead of a positive value as in
equation E the form becomes that of E*.
n is considered positive when the fiber considered, is between the
center of gravity of the section and the outside circumference
,
and negative if it lies betv/een the centerline of the section and
the inner circumference,
Thic dictinction ic chomi plainly in fig. 7
If in equations E and E* we make the following substi-
tutions where n=e
we have the following equations.
Outer fiber
-f^
^e^-^^^-- ^* ~J) /=-] Inner fiber F'
laMOLlElITS AlID STRESSES DUE TO COIIBIKED VERTICAL Ai"D HORIZOIiTiiL LOAD.
It is desired to obtain a value for the moment in any
section -of a sewer when there is not only a vertical but also a
horizontal nressure.
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men this is the case we will have the condition sho^m in the
accompanying figure, Assiune
that the section sho'-n in
fig, 8 is acted upon hy the
forces shovm^p being the
uniform vertical load per unit
of horizontal distance and h the coni-
form horizontal load per unit of vertiqal
distance. The section will be in f~/^.s
equilibrium under the action of the forces pr acting normal to
its section and px and h(r-3r) acting at the section which rep-
resents an:/ section between o and <p - . But the exact
points of application of pr and P are not laiom. They will
therefore be supplied by pr and ? acting at the middle of their
respective sections and the couples and II. Taking moments
^ /
I
2.
I
-7.
It has been shov/n in Sq. A that
X^r c-o-j? d <5i_w-,__^ ^ - r ^^^^ S
where
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Then r = '^^'P
~- 1^r ( / -^ 4,) ^ <^
Substituting these values in eq. (A)
'^1 rr'
CP
^(,^'-^^9~^^j(lf^)']--J^^ '^"J^ ( /-f^|J)^<t>--
Integrating the above equation. Ja
o ^
2
2s.
iTow if we ass-jone that h=p it is the same as assuming an equal
pressure in all directions upon
the walls, but in this case the
moment is in all sections.
=11

Therefoi-e substituting ]i=p In the
above equation ou^^it to givOj^/V^ -c?
regardless of the value of II
since H depends only on the
value of e/i».
I.Iaking this substitution vie obtain
. / /
:1Z-
rr
but this is a constant and since H cannot be a constant the
value obtained for A/ is in error.
The correct value for nay be obtained from the
analogy between the horizontal and vertical pressures. As has
been shov;n, for uniform vertical pressure:
If the loads be applied both horizontally and vertical-
ly in a uniform manner, the end of the "horizontal diameter is in
the same condition under the horizontal load as is the crown
under the vertical load so if h=p the total moment is the
algebraic siun of the moments and / >^ or
and for the general case of h
r
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This value ofM ma;- be substituted in the general
A
equation for LI due to both vertical and horizontal uniform loads.
This value of H so obtained mav in turn be substituted in the
general equation of the stress in any fiber,
and a value obtained for the stress in any fiber under both a
horizontal and a vertical load.
Discussion OF FOPirULA FOR STRESS
DUE TO VERTICAL MID HORIZOIITAL LOADS.
The equation of the stress due to a vertical and a
horizontal load, which would be obtained by the method Just out-
lined^ls based on the supposition that the horizontal and vertical
pressures are both uniformly distributed. Probably neither one
of these suppositions is true, but in the case of ser/ers placed
at considerable depth in the ground it is probably approximately
true.
The arch action of the earth upon the sewer would tend
to distribute the load over the sevier in a uniform manner, and
experiments seem to show that for depths below G or 10 ft. the
horizontal pressure is approximately a constant ratio times the
weight of the superimposed earth.
A series of eiq^eriments performed by Frank A Barbour,
member of the Boston Society of Engineers, on the pressure of
earth in trenches and reported in the Journal of the Association
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of Engineering Societies for Decemljer 1897 brings out the conclu-
sion tliut "below seven ft. the average horizontal pressure is about
.39 of the weiglit of superim"0sed earth and that for greater
depths it does not vary greatly from this. If this be true, a
certain ratio of h/p may be used for any particular kind of soil
and it seems that a pretty fair approximation ought to be made of
maximuin stresses in sewers, thougli of course it is realized that
this must involve much preliminary work with earth pressures as
well as with tests of sewer under known loading,
II. Discussion OF GENSRAL EOUATIOII FOR STRESSES.
The above is the general form of equation of the stress
in any fiber of a sewer. How if n be taken equal to e this equa-
tion represents the stresses in the extreme fibers. II varies
only as e/r varies, and -^-^ varies only v/ith e/r. therefore the
term/r^;:^ varies only with e/r and is a constant for all
sewers of whatever size having the sarj.e ratio e/r. The same must
iJ. ,
.
necessarily be true of ,6366
—
r~ since H varies only with ^/r
j
thert^ fore. thf firm, coi4 -.^^sfe'V^ ^^^n^/ 1^^^^^^ only c 5 cf>
and e/r, and not at all with the size of the sewer.
Hence the whole exj:;ression
varies only with e/r and <^-i>o ^ and not at all v;ith the size of the
sewer.
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/Z. CQIIPARISOIJ OF lIOIvIEITTS III A Rim
y;itii MOLCsiiTs ii: a beam.
In all of the moment formulas for moments in a rinr; a
//-/ h-/Quantity ov is involved. For all probable cases H is so
.V// ////
small that either of these quantities is approximately unity
hence for sim.plicity these quantities v;ill be dropped out of con-
sideration in this comparison uith beam moments. The moments in
beams are given in term.s of W and 1 where ^1 equals the total load
and 1= the spa.i. Changing the moment equations for rings to the
same terms we have r= or 2r=l and for concentrated loads Q,=W
while for uniform load 2pr='V.
COlICEilTRATED LOADS.
Moments in a ring at the crown
/'/-y . . J/ /2 c?r - .J / k/^ - y ^ 7-^ /V/ ^^'^tl
Moments in a simple beam at middle
Max, moments in a bearj. fixed at both ends
A comparison of these results shows the.t the maximum
moment in a ring is a little^ less fiy/48 Wa-)" than the mean of the
max. nom.ents in a simple and a restrained beam.
UlTIFORM LOAD.
Moments in a ring at the crov/n
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Ivlonents in a slnple beam at middle
Max. Moments in a beam, fixed at both ends.
13. SUimRY OF RESULTS.
For convenience of reference, the following summary is
given, of the results used in the determ.inati on of stresses.
fpj-j\/[^^lfpr^.tLzL /
^-J fo- uniform vertical load.
(L);
,"^A -= "2 S^fp
- ^jr'-j^ ; •both vertical
and horizontal load.
(h],M= f.[^p- J;)} ^^) " ,
(k'j ^[e^p + F(-!^p~ l<)j (p. I ^) ''nn^r
/6 /
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CHAPTER III.
14. DESCF.IPTI01I OF TIIE TEST PIECES.
The theory of the strength of sewer pipe which has "been
deduced was tested bv the breaking of ten pieces of concrete
sev/er pipe. A much larger niimber of tests v/ould have been
preferable but lack of time for making and. breaking the pieces
prevented, this. Of these ten pieces, eight were made by the writer
of plain concrete in the Laboratory of Applied Mechanics of the
University of Illinois and two were reinforced concrete pipes made
by the "Reinforced Concrete Pipe Co." of Jacl-ison, Llichigan.
The principal tests were on plain concrete because, as
has been before stated, the main object of these investigations
has been to determine the stresses under l<nown conditions of
loading and it was believed this would, be much less complicated
in the case of plain than of reinforced concrete.
The following table gives the sizes and. number of test
pieces
.
Inside Wall By Y/hom
ITo, of diam. Thickness Made
pieces inches Inches
2 15 l-J Jackson S.P.Co.
2 24 5 U. of I.
2 .24 5 U. of I.
2 48 6 U, of I.
2 48 10 U. of I
It is seen that only tv;o inside diameters are used and
tv7o ratios of wall thickness to diameter. This small number of
sizes was used because it was believed that a better comparison
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of results could be made w^xen there were few varying conditions
to obscure any variation from tlie tlieory.
Because of a lack of time the age of the plain concrete
test pieces was limited to thirty days.
I 5. IvIATERIALS USED.
A Portland cQment was used locally laiown as Joint
Committee cement. It is a mixture of several different kinds of
cement.
The sand was a gravelly sand sifted through
a quarter inch sieve and containing 2S>j of voids. Below is a
table showing the analysis ,/"^ r nc Hd'^s.
ITo. of sieve Percent passing.
4 100
10 73
20 36
50 ' 12
74 .5
100 2
The stone was broken Kankakee limestone passing a 1
inch sieve and caught on a quarter inch sieve and containing 47^
of voids.
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The proportions used -.vere 1^2^4 and enough water was
added to flush to the surface on tamping.
All concrete was spaded before tair-ping, tamped, spaded
again and tamped again. In general the test pieces looked very
well \7lien the forms c<ame off but in a few cases they shov/ed a lack
of tamping near the boLtom.
I6.CU3ES AlTD BEAIiiS.
With each set of test pieces made a cet of three 6 inch-
cubes was made from. ¥;hich to obtai.n the compressive strength of
the concrete. Also six beams 8 in. xll in. x 4 ft., were made,
from which to obtain the modulus of rupture.
17. DEGCRIPTIOIT A2TD DlSCUSSIOil OF THE FOmiS USED.
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The forms for these test pieces were of No. 20 galvan-
ised iron nailed upon uooden frames as shOYTn in the accompanying
sketch.
These forms answered fairly well the purposes of this
investigation hut there are several respects in which improvement
might he made. It was quite difficult to place and keep the inner
form truly circular, and difficult to keep in place the strips
of galvanized iron which lapped over the Joints where the sections
of the form came together. In a continuation of the investiga-
tion of sewers it is advised that collapsible steel centers,
which are placed on the market and also offered for rent, sho'uld
be used for this purpose as it is highly prol5able that the- would
give a pipe having fewer irregularities and that they would re-
quire much less time to pu.t in position. One of the worst defects
with the outer form was the means of drawing it up around the
inner one. In these experiments ITo, 12 wire was wrapped around, at
the top^ middle^ and bottom respectively and each band twisted to
fasten and tighten it. In several cases the wires gave trouble by
breaking in the process of twisting while in the case of the tv;o
largest pipes the middle v/ire for each piece broke after the form
had been nearly filled, and made considerable trouble. This
trouble might be partially remedied by using copper wire which
will stand more twisting without breaking, but this would probably
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be almost as eicpensive and certaiiil:/ not, so satisfactory as to
use tliln iron straps and turn buckles of some sort.
I8.BRSMIITG- OF THE TEST PISCES.
In breaking tlie test sewers tiie 60(X000 lbs. Rielile
machine installed in tlie University of Illinois laboratory of
applied mechanics in 1905 and 1906 Tsras used , Since the larger
sizes of the pipes weighed about 2200 lbs. and 3800 lbs., re-
spectively, they Y/ere lifted from the position in which they were
made by means of a rope drawn tightl3/ around the outside and at-
tached to the hook of a differential pulley as shown in the
5i'<r -fronf / Sp / ece',
photograph,^placed in a position to roll, and then were rolled into
the machine.
As has been before stated it was believed essential in
these tests that the manner of loading be accurately knovm. VJith
this end in view the load "'as as nearly as possible concentrated
upon a longitudinal line along tiie crown of the pipe and the pipe
itself supported upon a longitudinal line on the bottom. To do
this a narrow strip (about l-^- inches wide and § inch thick) .of
plaster of Paris was laid along the desired line of support. The
test sewer was quickly rolled into position upon it before the
plaster of Paris had set. Another strip of plaster of Paris was
then laid on the top of the sewer along the line on which the
load was to be applied. Upon this, before it had set, was xDlaced
a steel bar 3"xr|"x30" with the 3 inch face in contact with the
plaster of Paris. The object of the plaster of Paris both above
and below was to give a uniform • bearing from end to end of the
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test piece. The load was then applied with a downward speed of
1/20 inch per minute until failure occurred.
19. DATA TO BE 0BSSR"^7ED.
It was desired to olDserve the extensions of the hori-
zontal diameter and the shortening of .the vertical diameter as the
load was applied. A micrometer screw reading to one ten thous-
andth of an inch was used to measure any change in the horizontal
diameter. The micrometer was attached as sho\7n in Fig. 12 to a
"board secured to one end of the horizontal diameter. A nail was
driven into a second board which was secured to the other end of
the horizontal diameter. These "boards were serjarated h^r the
lengthening of the horizontpJ. diameter under load and this
lengthening measured the micrometer. By this means the slight-
est change in the diameter could be detected and measured. An
extensometer which read to thousandths of an inch was used to
measure the change in vertical diameter. The first test however
gave only a slight change (.045 inch) in vertical diameter before
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fracture and this probably was due largely to the crushing dov/n
of the plaster of Paris in the bearings or else the horizontal
diameter would have shown a corresponding increase when as a mat-
ter of fact the largest variation observable was .0005 inch. The
result of this test was to shor; the change in these diameters to
be so slight that it was not worth v/hile to make these measure-
ments on the remaining tests. In the remaining tests then, the
following things were observed. 1. Maximum load. 2. 1st fracture
and whether or not it v/as simultaneous with the maximujii load,
3, 2nd fractiu^e. 4. 3rd fracture. 5. 4th fracture,
£1. G0I'£PARIS01T OF RESULTS OF EJ^PERIIIEITTS TTITH THEORY.
Plate yil shows that the tensile stress is greater at
the crown of the sewer than at the end of the horizontal diameter.
The tensile stress in the inner fiber at • the crown, for this case
is about Q&fo m.ore than that in the outer fiber at the end of the
horizontal diameter. Tliis comparison of stresses would lead one
to expect the sewer to fail first at tlie top or at the bottom.
The weight of the sewer itself being added to the load and having
most of its effect at the bottom makes failu-re at the bottom
probable. The points of first failure in the ten tests made were
as follows.
Points of 1st failure ITo. of failures.
Ends of horizontal diameter
Top 2.
Bottom 3.
Simultaneously at top and. bottom 4.
Hot observed 1
.
Total 10.
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The fact that all the observed failures occurred at the
ends of the vertical rather tiian the horizontal diameter indicates
a conformity of tlie experiments to theory.
In this connection it is an interesting fact that
Prof, Benjamin of Cc^se School of Applied Science made some exper-
im.ents about 1893 in which he applied a concentrated load to the
top of a circular steel hoop until failure occurred and found that
in every case failure occurred at the ends of the horizontal
disxieter. This seems to contradict the theory that has been de-
duced in this thesis and which so far seem.s to have been confirm.-
ed by the experiments performed in concrete, but the reasons given
by liessrs. Filkins and Fort of Cornell University, for this mode
of failure are also interesting in this connection. In an article
previously referred to (See"Cornell University Association of
Civil Engineers, -Transactions" 1895-6 pp 99-112 inc) these
gentlemen have deduced a theory of "Stresses and Deflections in
Circi-ilar Rings under Various Conditions of Loading." The similar-
ity between several of their results and the corresponding results
of the theory used in this investigation has been noted on p ZO
of this thesis, The^' likewise come to the same conclusion that
the test pieces should fail at the top instead of at the ends of
the horizontal diameter. In connection with the failure of the
experim.ents of Pro-^'. Benjamin to confirm their theory they make
the follov/ing rem.trk.; (p. 105 of above named article) "That the
maximum stress does occur at A and C (ends of horizontal diameter)
seems to be demonstrated experimentally. Tliat theory does not so
indicate is probably owing to the neglect of the distortion.
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As the load becomes greater, and as the horizontal diameter be-
comes more and more elongated, the mom. ent become s greater than
that indicated by theory and. the stresses due to this moment are
correspondingly/- increased." In addition to this explanation the
opinion of Prof. A. IT. Talbot of the University of Illinois is given
The above theory being based upon the action of an elastic ring,
though it m.ight hold v/ithin the elastic limit, probably \70uld not
be true beyond that point and these steel rings must have passed
the elastic limit before failure occurred, so even though their
theory was correct. Prof. Benjamin's experiments v/ould not be
well calcul.ated to demonstrate that fact.
If however these are the true causes of the disagreement
between theory and experiment, there are two very good reasons
for considering concrete an excellent material for testing such a
theory; (l) the elongation of the horizontal diameter was so small
that it could not be accurately measured, hence the distortion
need not be considered and the first error is almost entirely
elim-inated. (2) ^Thile steel reaches its elastic limit long before
failure occurs, concrete fails by tension without much stretch
and the second source of error is also eliminated. It is there-
fore to be expected that these pieces would fail as theory
indicates if the theory is correct, and such has been shown to
be the fact. It seem.s, then, that we may say that the tests
herein described, at least point towards the correctness of the
the ory
,
The mere fact however that the test pieces failed in the
exT^ected m.anner is not sufficient to demonstrate the theor:'. The
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loads should agree witli the calculated resistance. The compres-
sion tests of the cubes show the unit strength to vary from
1210 Ihs. per square in., to 2410 Ihs. per square in.,, a varia-
tion of 36^ from the mean ultimate compressive strength of 1770
lbs. per square in., while the modulus of rupture varies from 310
;
lbs. per square incha=& to 400 lbs. per square inches or a variation
of 13.3^ from the mean of 357 lbs. per square inch©«. With as
variable material as this, it is to be expected that a single
piece will vary considerably from the calculated strength. The
tests in this investigation are only ten in number and onl*/ eight
of these can be considered as contributing tov/ard the proof or
disproof of the theory so far as ultimate load is concerned, the
modulus of rupture of the other two being entirely unknown. As
the average variation of the maximum loads of these eight pieces
v;as only 18,2,^ or b% m.ore than the variation of the modulus of
rupture from its mean, it seems reasonable to conclude that in
this line also the tests at least point toward the correctness
of the theory.
I

2a Discussion OF RESULTS.
Reinforcing of Concrete Sewers.
Plate VII shows the places
where circimferential reinf orcenent
would be most advantageous to be
about as indicated in Fig, 13 be-
cause these points receive the max-
imun tensile stress. As far as the
experiments are concerned little can ^ .
be said as to the effect of reinforcement
because only tv/o reinforced concrete se\7ers were broken and in
these the circumferential reinforcement v/as not placed with a
view to increasing the strength but merely to hold in place the
longitudinal reinforcement. Ths longitudinal reinforcement was
used to strengthen the Joints between sections of the sewer, to
enable it to act as a bean if necessary^^and to draw the sections
closer together. The longitudinal reinforcement was placed at
the fifth points of the circle and the circumferential reinforce
ment at points 7 inches from each and of each section. The most
that was learned from this test of reinforcement was that circum
ferential reinforcing is at least of questionable use on small
sewers, as failure probably occurs in tension of the concrete
before the steel is stressed and that while failure inay occur
along the longitudinal reinforcement, this is not a necessary re
suit even thougli this may be placed at the top or at the bottom..
On this account it would be better to avoid having longitudinal
reinforcem.ent occur at either top or bottom, though this is the
place ?;here it would do r.ost effective work if the sewer were
called upon to act as a bean.
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CH/J'TER IV.
ZZ. DESCRIPTIOITS^ OF TA3L3S AITD THEIR USE.
For convenience of reference tables liave been compiled
from which stresses can bo easily determined in any sewer of any
size and under any load if loaded either in a longitudinal line
along the crown of the sev;er or v;ith a uniformly distributed load
over the area of the horizontal projection of the sev/er,
(a) Table I contains values of H. J. II. M and F for
various values of e/r from .001 to .24. As has been pointed out
H varies only with e/r and since J K D and F vary only with II,
this table CEin be used for all sizes and loading of sev/ers. For
convenience of reference these values have been platted in curves
of Plates II, III, IV and V respectively.
(b) & (c) Tables II and III, For uniform and concen-
trated loads of 1440 lbs. per square foot of projected area of
the sewer, the values of the stresses in pounds per square inch in
the outer and inner fibers at the ends of the horizontal and
vertical diameters have been com.mited.and tabulated in tables II
and III, The stresses were taken at these points beoul^se these
are the points where maximum, stresses occur, hence failure -/ill
occur at these points first and these stresses must therefore
govern the design. For convenience these values are plotted in
the curves of Plate VI. The following exam.ple of the use of this
table is given.
Suppose it is desired to know what concentrated load
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will cause fail\n»e in a section of sewer 3 ft. long having an
inside diameter of 60 inches, a thickness of wall of S inches and
an Liltimate tensile strength of 300 lbs. per square inch.
Q /j, = i thickness of wall. .
j- inside^,3?Qdiu&- +4 thicl<ness of wall
LJ,..<>--v'v-^^^ _ thickness of wall
inside diameter + thickness of wall
_
_8 = 8/68= .118 (nearl:/)
50-fo
Referring to the curve for concentrated load in Plate
VI it is seen that (as in all other cases) the maximum tensile
stress occurs in the inner fiber at the end of the vertical diam-
eter and. in this case is equal to about 740 lbs, per sq. in. for
a load of 1440 lbs, per so. ft. of horizontal projection of sewer.
It has been shown that the stresses are proportional to the loads
on top, Tlierefore the load per sq, ft, required to produce a
stress of 300 lbs. per sq. in. at the sarae point is 300/740 x 1440
=584 lbs. per sq. ft. Now the horizontally projected area is
equal to the mean diameter multiplied by the length = (60+8) x
36 sq. in,= 17 sq. ft. The load therefore required to cause
failure in the sewer is 584x17=9950 lbs.
(d) Table IV. In table IV are tabulated the values of,
<t^q>
,
e^f^-;< ^d^p +:D(a^^-. i<) an^ cl>r F ( -k] for e/r=.172 From
these values the stresses at any point in the circumference of
the sewer can be readily computed for this particular value of
e/r.
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BREAKIIIG OF CUBES MD BEAIIS
.
CUBES
(e) Table V is a record of trie breaking of the cubes.
All the cubes were 6 inches on edges and were broken b^ compres-
sion betv/een tv;o steel plates, a layer of Plaster of Paris having
been previously applied both on the top and on the bottom to give
an even bearing. The load recorded was the maximum load that
co"iild be obtained. In the table below the "Lot" corresponds to
the n-Limber of the sewer with which it was made.
(f) Table VI BEAIIS
The beams broken were 8"xll"x4ft. over all,the span
between supports being 42 inches in all cases. In those of lot 5
the load v;as concentrated at the middle of the span. In the
others it was o one entrated and applied equally at the one third
points (14 inches from each end). All beams were broken with
the n" surface vertical. The weight of each beam effective in
8x11x56
breaking may be taken at 1728 xl50=275 lbs.
Moment at center of 275# uniform load = -
—
-—
275x422 275x42 ^=8=8= 1445.
Mc
S = I ; I=88S; 0=5^
c/l = .0062
S = .0062 H.
In Table VI as in the case of the cubes, the lot number
corresponds with the number of the sewer with which the beam was
made.

From Tables V and VI is seen tliat, tiie average conpres-
slvt strength, is about five times tlie modulus of rupture --about
what might have been expected.
Determination of theoretical strength of sewer pieces.
Having determined the average stress at v;hich the con-
crete may be expected to fail, it is possible to determine the
load at which each piece may be ejqpected to fail. Using the
modulus of rupture of this concrete as 3651bs per sq. in. a table
is made showing the theoretical load required to break the test
sewers. The sewers under No. 5 are those made by the Jackson
Sewer Pipe Co, of Jackson, Michigan and as its modulus of rupture
is not known &« the piece may not be expected to break at the
theoretical load,
(g) & (h) Tables VII and VIII,
Tables VII and VIII give a comparison of the theoretical
and the actual loads to be borne by the sewers broken. Table VII
was made from the curves of plate V by the method shown under
the explanation of Tables II and III, In table VIII the last
number is left out of the average because there was no means of
loiowii^g the m.odulus of rupture for it, that being one of the
pieces made by the Jackson sewer pipe Company of Jackson, Mich-
igan, Table VIII shows the average variation of the actual fail-
ing load is 19^ less than the computed load. It is noticeable
that all the pieces broke at less than the load computed.

TABLE I
q/v XT Tr J F
i . 001 . 000056
.
01
,
OOOOOd
rzo
. Oo .000o4
/I
.
Oo
.
00088 ^ T ^ n .2o0d oo» 08 -o8 , 88
cO , Oo .00119 rz fy ^. 8370 , 2o08 48 « oo -oS. o4
D .07 .00170 1^ r7 ry
.
63738
.
2olO 39 .43 -4o , 28
I
.
,08 .00217 . 53758 . 2ol2 35 .20 rr r\ /A/A- . 39 . 00
8 .09 ,00276
.
63796 .2514 30. 90 34.85
y .10 .00339 . 63835 . 2ol7 27 , 82 -31, r8
10 .12
.
00487 r? iTf
.
63972
. 2bl9 23 . 00 -27 . 00
11 .14 .0066 .64065 .2532 19.7 -23.40
12 .16 .0086 .64173 .2543 16.873 - -20.92
13 .18 .0110 .64328 . 2o 52 14.80 -18.70
.4 .20 .01369
.
64483 .2567 13.17 -17.26
15 .22 .0163 .64631 .2581 11.80 -16 . 30
16 .24 .0199 .34396 .2598 10.77 -14.66

TABLE II
e/r pr/f ^ Stror"- in lbs. per sq. in.
9 = (b=o° 4>--90° (p-90°
Iiinei* Outer Inner Outer
r J. Dcr r iDer r ID GI* TP -1 "K
T
-L 1 no o J.O J U 14 /'o 1465 1376
P OO . .J _L±0 1037 1048 958
\J 71 A. C5 rflib 774 708
AX
. o « 7 O f~\602 607 543
O oo . o CT r? oOOO 481 430
D Rn o ^ /I /2 ^7393 394 350
7 .12 41.7 313 288 277^ 248
8 .14 35.7 242 207 211 178
o
.16 31,25 192 161 166 134
10 .18 27.79 135 124 132 105
11 .20 23.00 130 105 111 85
12 .22 22.72 1^2 SB 96 69
13 .24 20.85 95 75 81 58

€^/r q/2f
1. .05 100.0
2 .06 83.4
3 ,07 71.4
4 .08 62.5
5 .09 55.5
6 .10 50.0
7 .12 41.7
8 .14 35.7
S .16 31.2
10 .18 27.8
11 .20 25.0
12 .22 22.7
13 .24 20.8
TABLE III.
Stresses in pounds per sq. in.
<t)
=
0°
4) =90°
Out^r Xrii Hei
J. J^i^ wi.. rib or. fiber. filDer.
2035 2100 3750 3510
1275 1504 2670 2440
1050 1092 1975 1792
822 860 1553 1403
526 678 1235 1096
1010 890
386 438
^ r> ^ 720 613
E87 337
535 449
221. 265 419, 338
174 214 345 265
142 178 278 212
118 154 239 173
100 135 201 145
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TABLE IV.
Ref.
ho.
1
2
3
4
•4)
\ n
Degrees
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
7^-
15
22^
30
37i
45
52i-
60
37i
75
78f
32-1-
S3i
90
Cos 4*
1.000
0.991
0.966
0.924
0.866
0,793
0.707
0.609
0.500
0.383
0.259
0.195
0.131
0.035
,
0.000
Cos 4^
-j6427
0.3£7
. 348
0.323
0.281
0.223
0.1.0
0.064
-.034
-.143
-.260
-.384
-.448
-.512
-.578
-.643
COs6-H
D(COSC) K)
Cos(J>-f-
F(cos4)-K)
+ 6,6
+ 6.46
+ 6.05
+ 5.33
+ 4.31
+ 3.15
+ 1.71
+ 1,.14
- 1.75
- 3.70
- 5.78
- 6.85
- 7.92
- 9.00
-10.10
- 5.95
- 5.80
- 5.33
- 4.56
- 3.48
- 1.14
- 0.46
+ 1.27
+ 3.29
+ 5.45
+ 7.75
+ 8.95
+10.13
+11.86
+12.55
For e/r= .172 D=15.7, F=19.5 & p:=.6427
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TABLE V.
CRUSHIUCt STREIIG-TH OF GOITCEETE OBTAIITED FROM
6" CUBES
Lot ITumber
Age
Wiieii
Broken
Tot al
LfruSiij-ng
Load
Pounds
per
sq. in.
Pounds
1 1 . 31 67300 1870
2
n 62480 1730
3 66700 1850
4 1 75700 2100
2 6."200 1760
3 79500 2210
5 1 30 53300 1480
2 II 64100 1780
3 II 52350 1450
6 1 31 63700 1770
2 M 56250 1560
3 n 47150 1310
7 1 30 45500 1260
2 (* 43700 1210
3 1 60550 1680
8 .1 79350 2200
2 ti 84050 2330
3
Average
86850 2410
1770

TABLE VI.
Lot
M0DULU3 OF RUPTURE OBTAIIJED FROM BEAIvIS
.
llo.
Age
v/hen
broken
da:;
llax
.
Load
pounds
Max,
moment
lb.
ft.
Modulus
of
Rupture
lb. per
sq. in.
1
2
30 6000
5850
64445
62945
400
390
1
2
3a 8300
8200
59545
58845
370
365
1
2
29 6975
6950
50270
50095
311
310
Average 357.5
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TABLE VII.
THEORETICAL BRK'\KIIIG LO/JZlS .
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Average
1 24 3 • ..111 649 830 4.33 2S10 2600
2460
2530
2 24 5 6-'^'. 172 696 360 10.0 6960 6870
8100
7435
3 48 6 ^ .111 1298 830 4.33 5630 4610
3820
4210
4 48 10 .172 1392 360 10.0 13920 12850 12085
422 665
11320
5 15 Ij . .125 5.41 2280 2955 2955
5
Column 1
tt 2
" 3
n 4
" 5
" 6
Reference ITo.
inside diameter
tliickness of wall in inch.es
thickness of wall divided by diameter = e/r
mean area of horizontal j^rojection of sewer in sq, in.
stress in inner fiber atY^=900, load "being 10# per sq.in
7 =^Load in lbs. per sq. in, -required to break test piece,
8 =/.Total load required to break test piece
9 = Load at which te ^t piece broke.
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TABLE VIII
.
COLIPARISOn OF niEOIffiTIC/^L
BR3M.ina LOADS --aTH ACTUAL
BR2AKIITG LOADS.
^ . T T,^pp-n Difference
Ref Theoretical i.^ean
ITo/ Breaking
^^^^^in. Pounds ^ of THeoreticalLoad BreaK g Breaking Loc.d.
Load
10 .+
1 2S10
475
2
3
2530 280
6960 '435
i630 4215
4 13920
5 2280
1415 25.+
12085 1835 13.+
2955 30.-
llean variation of first four values
18.2+

H
Plate i.
part 1.
,009
Curve showing Values
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.09 .13

Plate I
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K
Plate Ht.
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